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Abstract. This paper is devoted to ModOnions – an anonymous com-
munication protocol, for which a message is encoded as a set of onions
and sent through intermediate nodes so that each node knows only its
predecessor and its successor on the routing path. Moreover, encoding
details enable universal re-encryption: each node re-encrypts the message
so that no observer can link together the ciphertexts before and after re-
encryption and re-encryption can be performed without any public key.
ModOnions were supposed to offer many additional features over clas-
sical onion protocols, such as resilience against replay attack. However,
during ISC’2006 George Danezis presented a detour attack against this
construction. It enables to redefine the routing path by inserting interme-
diate corrupt nodes between each two nodes of the original routing path.
In this way anonymity becomes completely broken. We show that after
slight changes in the protocol the attack does not work anymore. The
patch proposed can also be seen as a general method of enforcing who
is the final addressee of a message encrypted with the ElGamal scheme
and multiple public keys.

1 Introduction

Onion-Routing is one of the most important techniques supporting anonymous
communication in distributed systems. It is based on the following idea: mes-
sages are not sent from the sender to the receiver directly, but through a path
of intermediate nodes chosen at random. Each message is encoded in a special
way before being sent – i.e. it is encapsulated many times with asymmetric en-
cryption. The resulting structure is called an onion. At each intermediate node
on the path, one encryption layer is removed. Due to encryption properties, two
messages entering and leaving the same node become indistinguishable from the
point of view of an external observer. Such a situation is called a conflict. Intu-
itively, when many conflicts occur, then the batch of all messages becomes more
and more mixed and linking the senders and the receivers becomes infeasible
for an external adversary. Formal probabilistic analysis of this phenomenon in
various models can be found for example in [1, 6, 9].
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Paper [5] presents a routing scheme with “onion-like” encoding that was sup-
posed to protect users not only from a plain traffic analysis, but also from some
classes of active attacks - in particular against so called replay attack. Such an
attack is based on the following idea: the adversary controls some nodes in the
network. Let us assume that he would like to trace the route of a particular mes-
sage. He sends this message twice and traces repetitions among the messages
transferred on all servers under his control. Finding such a repetition definitely
betrays the route traced. The scheme from [5], called ModOnions, was built on
the top of a very useful cryptographic primitive - an extended version of ElGamal
encryption scheme with universal re-encryption (or URE, for short) introduced
by Golle et al. in [4].

In [2] George Danezis presented an attack on ModOnions that can be suc-
cessfully carried out by an active adversary that collaborates with even a small
subset of nodes in the network. To some extent, this attack can be also applied
to scheme presented in [8]. The idea is that the adversary manages to detour the
routing path of a message. Namely, he or she modifies the encoded message in
such a way that a corrupted node (i.e. controlled by the adversary) is inserted
between each two subsequent nodes from the path. The adversary may insert
markers that make it easy to recognize the messages from the same path. In this
way the complete routing path may be revealed by the adversary and anonymity
protocol becomes completely broken.

Main Result. In this paper we present a simple patch for ModOnions that
protects the scheme against the attack of George Danezis. The patch proposed
can also be seen as as a general method of enforcing who is the final addressee
of a message encrypted with the ElGamal scheme and multiple public keys,
where each participant partially decrypts the ciphertext concerned. The method
is based on different pairs of keys for the final decryption and for a partial
decryption.

2 ModOnions – Onion Routing with URE

First, let us recall an extension of the ElGamal encryption scheme with universal
re–encryption feature [4]. This scheme serves as the main building block for
further considerations. It can be regarded as a simple, yet powerful extension of
ElGamal encryption scheme that allows re-encryption of any ciphertext without
knowledge of the public key.

Universal Re–Encryption. Let us recall ElGamal encryption scheme: we as-
sume that p is a prime number such that the discrete logarithm problem is hard
in Z

∗
p and g is a generator of Z

∗
p. Then a private key is a non-zero x < p−1 chosen

uniformly at random, the corresponding public key is y, where y := gx mod p.
For a message m < p, a ciphertext of m is a pair (s, r), where r := gk mod p and
s := m · yk mod p and 0 < k < p − 1 is chosen at random.
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The ElGamal scheme is a probabilistic one: the same message encrypted for
the second time yields a different ciphertext with overwhelming probability.
Moreover, given two ciphertexts, it seems to be infeasible in practice to say
whether they have been encrypted under the same key (unless, of course, the
decryption key is given). This property is called key-privacy (see [4]). ElGamal
cryptosystem has yet another important property. Everyone can re-encrypt a ci-
phertext (α, β) and get (α′, β′) where α′ := α · yk′

mod p, β′ := β · gk′
mod p for

k′ < p chosen at random and public key y. Moreover, without the decryption key
it is infeasible to find that (α, β) and (α′, β′) correspond to the same plaintext.

In [4] Golle et al. proposed a slightly modified version of this scheme that
allows to perform re–encryption without the public key. The method proposed
is also called universal re-encryption scheme or URE for short. It consists of the
following procedures:
Setup: A generator g of a cyclic group G is chosen, where discrete logarithm

problem is computationally hard. Then G and g are published.
Key generation: Alice chooses a private key x at random; then the corre-

sponding public key y is computed as y = gx.
Encryption: To encrypt a message m for Alice, Bob generates uniformly at ran-

dom values k0 and k1 (k0, k1 < p). Then, the ciphertext of m is a quadruple:
(α0, β0; α1, β1) :=

(
m · yk0 , gk0 ; yk1 , gk1

)
. Let us note that this is a pair of

two ElGamal ciphertexts with plaintext messages m and 1 (neutral element
of G), respectively.

Decryption: Alice computes m0 := α0
βx
0

and m1 := α1
βx
1
. Message m0 is accepted

if and only if m1 = 1.
Re-encryption: Two random values k′

0 and k′
1 are chosen. Then we compute:(

α0 · α
k′
0

1 , β0 · βk′
0

1 ; αk′
1

1 , β
k′
1

1

)
, which is a re-encrypted version of the same

ciphertext.

Throughout this paper Ex(m) denotes an URE ciphertext of a message m for
a secret decryption key x. Note that there are many possible values for Ex(m),
since URE is a probabilistic encryption scheme.

Extension of Universal Re–Encryption. Let us assume there are λ distinct
servers on each routing path. We would like to encrypt a message in such a way
that it must be processed by all servers on the path to obtain the plaintext. On
the other hand, we would like to retain universal re-encryption feature to enable
strong anonimization at each server.

Key setup: A private key xi is chosen uniformly at random for the ith server
(1 ≤ i ≤ λ). Then the corresponding public keys yi := gxi are computed and
published.

Encryption: To encrypt a message m, values k0 and k1 are generated at ran-
dom. The ciphertext has the following form:

Ex1,x2,...,xλ(m) = (α0, β0; α1, β1) :=
�
m · (y1y2 . . . yλ)k0 , gk0 ; (y1y2 . . . yλ)k1 , gk1

�
.
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Obviously, y1y2 . . . yλ is a kind of cumulative public key, since

Ex1,x2,...,xλ
(m) =

(
m · g

k0
λ�

i=1
xi

, gk0 ; g
k1

λ�

i=1
xi

, gk1

)
.

Moreover, Ex1,...,xλ
(m) is a ciphertext of m with the decryption key equal to

∑λ
i=1 xi. Hence it can be re-encrypted in a regular way. Moreover, such a ci-

phertext can be partially decrypted, for instance, by the first server. Namely, it
computes Ex2,...,xλ

(m) as the following quadruple:

(α′
0, β

′
0; α

′
1, β

′
1) :=

( α0

βx1
0

, β0;
α1

βx1
1

, β1

)
.

It is obvious that it still is a correct URE ciphertext for the “reduced” key∑λ
i=2 xi, and therefore it also can be re-encrypted as it was described above.

3 ModOnions Protocol

In this section we recall ModOnions – routing scheme from [5] based on URE
encryption. Let xi denote the secret key of server i. We assume that the cor-
responding public key yi = gxi is globally known. Again, g it is a generator of
a group such that discrete logarithm is computationally hard. We assume that
g is a public parameter shared by all servers.

Construction of an ModOnion. Let us assume that a server would like to
send a message to a server sλ. As the first step, a path of intermediate servers
s1, s2, . . . , sλ is chosen at random. Then a modified onion (ModOnion) is built as
a collection of λ ciphertexts, called blocks. The ith block, for 1 ≤ i ≤ λ−1, has the
form: Exs1+···+xsi

(send to si+1) . The last block has the form: Exs1+···+xsλ
(m) .

Let us note that this construction deviates from the encapsulation idea that is
the core feature of the regular onions (see for instance [9, 6]).

Routing a ModOnion. First, all blocks described above are permuted at
random and sent together to server s1. When a server si receives a ModOnion,
it partially decrypts and re-encrypts all its blocks:

Partial decryption: each block (α0, β0; α1, β1) is replaced by
(

α0

(β0)xi
, β0;

α1

(β1)xi
, β1

)
.

After this phase, exactly one block should contain a plaintext with the name
of the next server on the path (i.e. si+1). This block is replaced with a random
string pretending to be a URE ciphertext.

Re-encryption: All blocks are independently re-encrypted as described in
Subsection 2.

Permuting: The blocks are permuted at random.
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Sending to the next destination: The resulting ModOnion is sent to the next
server on the path, i.e. to si+1.

As remarked in [5], such a scheme is vulnerable to multiplicative attack: one can
multiply a message encrypted with an URE scheme by an arbitrary value γ. In-
deed, (γ · α0, β0; α1, β1) =

(
(γ · m) · yk0 , gk0 ; yk1 , gk1

)
. The adversary processing

a ModOnion can multiply an arbitrary block by γ. Then, if the adversary con-
trols a significant number of nodes, it is pretty likely that one of nodes under his
control gets a message of the form γ · s, where s is a correct name of a server. In
such a situation the adversary can be sure that this was the previously marked
message.

To avoid these attacks an investigation procedure is executed, when any mis-
behavior is detected. If an honest node receives an invalid ModOnion - i.e. none
of blocks or more than one decrypted block represents a name of the next server
on the route or a valid final message, it complains against the previous server
from the path. Then both servers - the previous server as well as the complaining
one – prove that they behaved correctly. If one of them fails to prove its correct
behavior, it is recognized guilty. If they manage to prove their correct behavior,
the next predecessor on the path is interrogated. The procedure is repeated un-
til a cheater is detected. Servers prove their correct behavior in a standard way
using zero knowledge proofs for discrete logarithms (more details can be found
in [5]).

4 Detour Attack on ModOnions

Preliminaries. We recall the attack of George Danezis [2] on the ModOnion
scheme. It utilizes two observations:
1. Given Ex(m), one can easily add an arbitrary value x′ to the private key

and create Ex+x′(m). Indeed, if
Ex(m) = (α0, β0; α1, β1) =

(
m · (y)k0 , gk0 ; yk1 , gk1

)
,

then one can get Ex+x′(m) as the following quadruple:

(α0 · (β0)x′
, β0; α1 · (β1)x′

, β1) =
(
m · (y · y′)k0 , gk0 ; (y · y′)k1 , gk1

)
.

In context of the ModOnions scheme it means that one can add an additional
cryptographic layer to an arbitrary block.

2. Given Ex(m) = (α0, β0; α1, β1), everyone can create a ciphertext of an arbi-
trary message m′ for the same (unknown) secret key. Indeed, it suffices to
compute (m′ · α1, β1, α1, β1) and re-encrypt it.

Attack Description. The aim of an adversary is to find the destination of
a message passing through a server controlled by the adversary. The attack is
performed in consecutive steps, at each step the adversary reveals one subse-
quent node from the routing path of the message traced. Let us assume that an
ModOnion:

Exsi
(si+1), Exsi

+xsi+1
(si+2), Exsi

+xsi+1+xsi+2
(si+3), . . . , Exsi

+xsi+2+...+xsλ
(m)
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arrives to server si controlled by the adversary (for simplicity of description we
ignore here the random order of blocks at their arrival). After partial decryption
ModOnion takes the form:

E0(si+1), Exsi+1
(si+2), Exsi+1+xsi+2

(si+3) . . . , Exsi+1+xsi+2+...+xsλ
(m),

so the adversary knows that the ModOnion should be sent to si+1 – the next
server on the path. In his next move the adversary adds an additional layer with
a random key x′ to each block and he also replaces the decrypted block E0(si+1)
with a block Exsi+1

(si). This block would redirect the ModOnion back to a node
under control of the adversary in the next step. So now the ModOnion contains
the following blocks:
Exsi+1

(si), Exsi+1+x′(si+2), Exsi+1+xsi+2+x′(si+3), . . . , Exsi+1+xsi+2+...+xsλ
+x′(m).

The adversary sends such a a ModOnion from si to the node si+1. According to
the rules of the protocol the node si+1 removes one encryption layer – after the
decryption phase performed by the node si+1 the traced ModOnion consists of
the following blocks:

E0(si), Ex′(si+2), Exsi+2+x′(si+3), . . . , Exsi+2+...+xsλ
+x′(m).

According to the protocol, server si+1 sends them back the ModOnion to si.
Of course, si can partially decrypt the blocks with the key x′ and find si+2.
Moreover, the decryption result is a correct ModOnion that would be obtained
by si+1, if there were no attack. Exactly in the same way the adversary can
find the subsequent servers si+3, si+4, . . . and the destination sλ as well as the
message m sent.

Of course, in order to avoid suspicious pinging back a ModOnion to the same
node, the adversary may detour the ModOnion to any server under his control
instead of si. For his convenience, he may also add an additional block containing
a tag, which links the incoming ModOnion with the one, on which detour attack
is exercised at si.

Tagging Attack. Another idea from [2] is to replace the random block by the
block encoding the name of the next server. In order to check that the next
t hops of the message are through nodes sj1 , . . . , sjt , he inserts Exj1+...+xjt

(ω)
instead of a random block, where ω is a special string used for this purpose.
Now, if sjt becomes ω, then it is a strong evidence that the path went through
exactly the nodes sj1 , . . . , sjt and the ModOnion arriving with ω is the same as
the ModOnion marked.

This attack is not particularly useful, if only one ModOnion is sent along the
same path. However, it becomes dangerous, if ModOnions are used as a connec-
tion protocol - then one can try many times to discover the routing path.

5 Protocol Immune Against Detour Attack

In this section we present an improved version of the protocol recalled in Sec-
tion 3. The core idea is as follows: each node has two pairs of keys. The first pair
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of so called transport keys is used for transporting blocks through intermediate
servers (like for the ModOnions protocol). The second pair of so called destina-
tion keys is used for encrypting and decrypting messages and routing addresses
for their recipients. So there are the following keys of a server s:

– transport keys: a private key xs and a public key ys := gxs ,
– destination keys: a private key x�

s and a public key y�
s := gx�

s .

Modified Construction of a ModOnion. Now the blocks encoding interme-
diate nodes on the routing path s1, s2, . . . , sλ are constructed as follows:

1. The block encoding the second node - s2 has the form: Ex�
s1

(send to s2).
2. For all 2 ≤ i ≤ λ − 1, the block encoding address si+1 has the form:

Exs1+···+xsi−1+x�
si

(send to si+1).

3. The block encoding the payload message m has the form:
Exs1+···+xsλ−1+x�

sλ
(m, t),

where t is a code of the current time.
Note that each destination key x�

i is used exactly once for each ModOnion, in
the remaining cases for server i transport keys are used. For the simplicity of the
security discussion we assume that all servers on the routing path are different.

Routing. Processing a Modified ModOnion by a server si becomes slightly more
difficult:

1. Server si copies all blocks of a ModOnion. Then it decrypts all blocks with
its private destination key. If every previous server on the path is honest,
exactly one of the blocks after decrypting should contain a correct name of
the next server si+1, the other blocks should yield meaningless strings.

2. If all of the blocks are meaningless strings, the investigation procedure is
started. Otherwise all copies of the blocks (the original blocks obtained from
the previous server), except for the one containing si+1, are decrypted with
the private transport key of si. The blocks obtained are then re-encrypted
in the regular way.

3. A random block replaces the block containing si+1.
4. The blocks are permuted at random.
5. The resulting ModOnion is sent to si+1.

The following steps are executed by the destination server:

1. It decrypts all blocks with its private destination key.
2. If all of the blocks are meaningless strings, then the investigation procedure

starts.
3. If a correct message m, t has been already delivered before, then the inves-

tigation procedure starts.
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5.1 Encoding Addresses and Countermeasures Against
Multiplication Attack

We have to prohibit changing an address encoded in a block to the address
of a chosen corrupt server s′. Note that this might be quite easy for the ad-
versary: if he guesses that a block encodes an address s - i.e. it has the form
(α0, β0; α1, β1) = (s · (y)k0 , gk0 ; yk1 , gk1), then the modified block encoding the
address s′ would be (α0 · s′/s, β0; α1, β1) . The only danger for the adversary is
that the guess was wrong and the block contained an address z is different from
s. In this case the modified block would encode the address z · s′/s, which can
be an address of an honest server or can be invalid (i.e. it does not correspond
to any node in the network). In the last case an investigation procedure may be
started in order to determine the corrupt server. Probability that such an attack
is detected (and an investigation procedure is started) increases, if it is unlikely
that for any addresses z, s, z′, s′ the following equality holds for some α:

z · α = s and z′ · α = s′.

Potentially, there are many encoding schemes that may achieve this property.
A simple way is to replace address z by z|H(z), where | denotes concatenation
symbol and H is a strong hash function. Then we ask for pairs z, s, z′, s′ such
that

z|H(z)
s|H(s)

=
z′|H(z′)
s′|H(s′)

.

Finding such pairs seems to be infeasible for a good hashing function.
Another technique that can be applied on top of the previous method is the

following modification of processing the blocks:

– During re-encryption of a ModOnion an additional operation is performed on
each block (α0, β0; α1, β1): the server tosses a coin and if tails are obtained,
then it replaces this block by (α2

0, β
2
0 ; α2

1, β
2
1) . So if the original block en-

coded a message d, then it will encode d2.
– Constructing blocks by the sender becomes slightly more involved. In order to

encrypt a string s it is necessary to compute s̄ = 2λ√
s mod p. (This requires p

to be chosen so that computing square roots is computationally easy.) Then
inside a block that would contain s in the original design we encrypt s̄2i

,
where i is chosen in the following way: If the block has to be read by the
jth server on the routing path, then a symmetric coin is tossed λ − j times
and i is taken as the number of tails obtained during this experiment. This
steps allow to hide the distance between the origin to the addressee of s,
since the number of squarings executed is stochastically independent from
this distance.

– Decryption of a ModOnion becomes slightly more difficult. After decryption
with the private destination key, we obtain not s, but some root of the form
2h√

s mod p, where h ≤ λ (according to our design, h oscillates around λ/2
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regardless of the position on the routing path). In order to recognize s the
server performs up to λ squarings on each decrypted block.

The main advantage of this technique is that even if an adversary correctly
guesses the next address si+1 on the routing path, it is uneasy to replace the
address si+1 by the address of a corrupt server z, as described before. Indeed, in
order to remove si+1 from block (α0, β0; α1, β1) the adversary has to compute

(α0/s̄2h

i+1 · z̄2j

, β0; α1, β1)

where h is hidden in the block concerned. Note that h depends on independent
decisions of the intermediate nodes and of the sender. The main trick here is that
we insert no additional information bit to the intermediate addresses - according
to the idea of ModOnion the only information got by a server on a routing path
are the names of its successor and its predecessor. Nevertheless, we make hard
to modify the next address, even if it is guessed correctly. In particular, this
redundancy cannot be used for a replay attack.

6 Security of the Modified ModOnion Scheme

6.1 Immunity Against Detour Attack for Modified ModOnions

Using two different pairs of keys (transport and destination keys) is a simple
way to make the ModOnion scheme immune against the detour attack. Indeed,
in order to find the node si+2 on the routing path a malicious node si should:
1. add a redirectional block Ex�

si+1
(si) in order to enforce the ModOnion to be

sent back to him,
2. impose the additional encryption layer with a random key x′ so that si+1

gets only one plaintext after decrypting all blocks with its destination key.
Server si+1 that is processing the ModOnion according to the protocol will de-
crypt the redirectional block using his private destination key and remove one
encryption layer from the remaining blocks using its transport key. So the layer
encrypted with the destination key of si+1 will not be removed from block that
encodes the next address si+2 on the original routing path. So the adversary will
get no knowledge about si+2.

6.2 General Security Discussion

In this section we consider some security aspects of the proposed scheme.

Adversary Model: There are k servers in the system - s1, s2, . . . , sk and the
adversary can control a small fraction d of them (for example d = 1/λ). We
also assume that the adversary can observe the inputs and the outputs of every
server in the network. Finally, we assume that both the sender and the receiver
are honest.
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Attack Model: The adversary can observe the messages transmitted, manipulate
messages processed by the servers controlled by him, and inject some new mes-
sages. In this paper we do not consider attacks based on traffic analysis that can
be applied for regular onions as well.

We say that an attack A succeeds if and only if the adversary can get some
substantial information about the contents of a ModOnion and the probability
that a corrupt server will be detected is negligible.

Offline Analysis. The first question to ask is if a single ModOnion may betray
some knowledge about the information encoded inside it.

First assume that using algorithm A the adversary gets some knowledge about
the plaintext m encoded in a ModOnion. We show that in this case ElGamal
encryption scheme would be insecure. Let (α, β) be an ElGamal ciphertext of
some unknown plaintext created with public key y. Then we create a network
and assign all key pairs except one destination key pair, where y is the public
destination key. Then we create a ModOnion with appropriate blocks so that
it points to the server with destination key y. We present such a ModOnion to
A and get some knowledge on m. This simple reduction is possible, since (α, β)
does not depend on all other keys used for construction of the ModOnion.

The second case is that algorithm A yields some knowledge about the iden-
tity of an intermediate node x on the routing path. If the adversary has some
advantage, then there are values a, b such that x is limited to a and b and the
following data are fixed: position of x on the routing path, the other nodes on
the path and positions of the blocks corresponding to each node on the path. In
this case A distinguishes between ModOnions such that:

1. some blocks are created with transport key y
(t)
a (and the keys of nodes dif-

ferent from x) and one block encodes a with destination key y and keys of
nodes other than x,

2. some blocks are created with transport key y
(t)
b and one block encodes b with

destination key y and keys of nodes other than x.

As we see, there is a relation between x occurring as a plaintext and transport
key y

(t)
x used for encoding information on other nodes on the path. Since we

know the other plaintexts and their positions we can replace the plaintexts by
1’s by dividing the first components of each such a block by the appropriate
plaintext.

We show that we can use A to distinguish between ElGamal ciphertexts.
For this purpose, for a ciphertext (α, β) which has the form (x · yk, gk), where
x ∈ {a, b}, we prepare inputs for A. We construct two ModOnions: one created
with y

(t)
a assuming that (α, β) is a ciphertext of address a, and one created with

y
(t)
b assuming that (α, β) is a ciphertext of address b. One of these ModOnions

is well formed and A will tend to provide the correct answer for that input
(note that thanks to re-encryption we may present many equivalent inputs). For
the ill-formed ModOnion, behavior of A might be arbitrary. If for ill-formed
ModOnions with address a and key y

(t)
b , the answer is unbiased or biased to a,
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then we create ModOnions from (α, β) using l times y
(t)
b (constant l depends on

the bias). If there is a bias towards b, then (α, β) should encode b; otherwise it
should encode a.

Similarly, we consider the behavior of ill-formed ModOnions with address b

and key y
(t)
a . The only uncovered case is that for ill-formed ModOnions with

address b and key y
(t)
a the answer tends to be a and for ill-formed ModOnions

with address a and key y
(t)
b the answer tends to be b. In this case we turn our

attention to a block encoded with either y
(t)
a or y

(t)
b : we expand it to a ModOnion,

but in place of (α, β) we put a ciphertext of a. Then due to the properties of A
we may detect whether y

(t)
a or y

(t)
b was used.

Similarly we may show that the adversary gains no advantage if he considers
a set of ModOnions from different time stages and tries to conclude if they come
from the same routing path.

For the further discussion concerning active attacks notice that, if a ModOnion
is partially decrypted with a key y, then a block, where (cumulative) public key
Y was used, is transformed into a block corresponding to public key Y/y. So in
particular if we use a wrong key, then the plaintext becomes unreadable until
we reverse this operation and perform partial decryption corresponding to key
y−1, or there is nontrivial equality between two products of public keys used. Of
course, the last case has negligible probability, if the keys are chosen at random.

Online Attacks. Using the nodes at his control, an active adversary may
change the routing path of a ModOnion, manipulate the contents of a ModOnion
without changing its route or inject additional ModOnions into the system.

So assume that ModOnion O arrives at a corrupt server s. Then the adversary
knows only the address of the next server on the route, say si. Assume that
this node is not controlled by the adversary. At this moment the adversary may
perform some actions listed above. Our goal is to show that either a manipulation
will be detected with a non-negligible probability or with a high probability no
additional information will be gained by the adversary.

First we argue that any change of the path of O does not lead to a successful
attack. The routing path can be changed in two different ways - such a path
may use or not the blocks of O. First assume that the adversary builds a path
P of length l by himself so that:

1. l additional blocks that define P replace some original blocks of O (if possible,
they should replace random blocks),

2. the rest of original blocks are blinded with a secret key known to the adversary
(in this way the adversary escapes the danger of an investigation that would be
started after partial decryption and discovering two valid addresses),

3. the last server on the new route belongs to the adversary. Otherwise the
ModOnion will be further processed, and since the chosen route is different
from the original one with non-negligible probability, after some partial de-
cryption no valid address or a final message will be found. This would lead
to an investigation.
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As the last server on the route belongs to the adversary, it can halt such Mod-
Onions (the adversary can use the tags designed by G. Danezis in order to mark
and detect these ModOnions). The key point is that even if P consists of servers
from O, the destination keys of the servers from this path will be used to decode
the appropriate blocks added by the adversary. Since each destination key can
be used only once per ModOnion no destination key will be used to decode the
original blocks of O. However, as we have mentioned a block partially decrypted
with a wrong private key does not leak information on the plaintext from the
blocks left from O.

The second case is that the modified path of O contains some links obtained
from the blocks that encode the original path. As seen in Section 5.1, transform-
ing an address encrypted in a block to another address is hard - even if we know
the right block and the original address - we fail to get a valid address with
a substantial probability. Similarly, using only some blocks encoding the links of
the original ModOnion is risky, since we do not know their origin and destina-
tion, so the routing path may become disconnected. It is not disconnected, if we
insert an additional subpath as a prefix and it terminates in si. However, this
brings no advantage to the adversary, since no destination key will be used on
this detour to decrypt the blocks from the original path.

It follows from the discussion above that the adversary should leave the route
of O unchanged. However, still the adversary may insert some data into random
blocks and use them for revealing routing paths. We have to consider two cases:
Case 1. The inserted block is encoded with the cumulative keys that are not the
same as for the original route. In that case the adversary is unable to distinguish
between these blocks and random blocks.
Case 2. The inserted block is encoded by the transport keys of the servers from
the path, say z1, . . . , zl. In that case the adversary observing that nodes can
detect that O was really processed by z1, . . . , zl. However, there are limitations
of this method. First, the jth server on the route can insert at most j such tags
into the ModOnion processed, since there are only j random blocks. (However,
even this may be problematic. The adversary is sure only about the blocks, where
it has detected a tag and the block where it puts a random block according to
the original protocol.) Second, if the tag was well chosen (and it is detected by
the addressee of the tag), there is no reason to resend it from the old point. If it
is undetected, then the adversary must not try to put another tags and resend
it. Indeed, in this case the same message would arrive twice at the destination
point and an investigation would be started. The adversary has

(
k−k·d

l

)
possible

paths of length l and γ ≤ λ − 1 places for the tags. The probability that he
guesses the right path (and inserts appropriate tags) equals γ

(k−k·d
l ) assuming

that the adversary knows the positions of all random blocks in the ModOnion.
For example for d = 1/λ, the probability that he guesses one server from the
original route is

γ
k−k·d = γ

k·(1−1/λ) < (λ−1)·λ
k·(λ−1) = λ

k .
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One can also easily see that the chances of the adversary to detect a subpath
are better, if the tags describe short subpaths. However, this requires that there
are corrupt servers at the end of the subpaths, which cannot be guaranteed for
short subpaths.

7 Concluding Remarks

We have proposed a modification of the ModOnions scheme that immunizes it
against detour attacks introduced in [2]. It preserves main advantages of the
original solution, which are minimal knowledge given to intermediate nodes on
the routing path and use of universal re-encryption. The main disadvantage
of the new scheme is increase of computational complexity.
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